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The Book of Kella 

 

Chapter 1: The End Times, Maybe. Or Not. 

 

* THE END OF the world is a perpetual motion machine. It doesn’t need to be recharged. It 

doesn’t need to be plugged in. It doesn’t need to be reuploaded. It just keeps ending, over and 

over and over, running while falling, tripping over itself in the strange quiet that happens after 

the powergrids fail and the light go out.  

The van hits a major bump, and my pen goes flying. I grit my teeth, stare into the dark 

corners that my flashlight can’t reach, wondering if I should shimmy there on my bruised knees 

or just wait for the pen to roll back toward me on the next hill. 

Huck and I gave up sleeping sometime yesterday. It’s better just to hold on as the cargo 

van shudders and crawls along for ten, maybe fifteen minutes at a time through the downed 

branches. Then it stops, and we wait for an interminable time while presumably Slingshot orders 

Tarmac to clear the fallen trees in the road. And just as Huck and I might possibly get ourselves 

arranged on our pads and start drifting off, the van lurches, and it’s backpack-flashlight-hiking-

boot-and eight-O’Malley-limbs soup all over again in this tin can. My pen nearly pokes me in the 

eye. God, I have to pee. 

* The end of the world is also unreasonably slow. It drags on and on, like another lecture 

on abstinence in Health Class, or like when you’re stuck in a Pox block and thirty cars back and 

you have to pee, or you’re fighting with a lousy Opennet connection as you try to download the 

latest Avengers bootleg from wherever the richest people left in the world are hiding out in 

Greenland. 
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Anyway, none of those scenarios happen anymore. Now, slow is measured by the 

dripping of water as you filter it into your canteen, or the agonizing wait every time the group 

splits up to find food and the others aren’t back yet. Now slow is filled with fear. And panic. And 

whispered promises to unseen forces you don’t have much faith in, anyway, because they didn’t 

stop the world from ending in the first place, so why bother telling them how pissed you are over 

how’s it all gone down? 

“It’s going to happen soon, right? The big rescue?” I say aloud, though I know Huck 

would rather be left alone in his misery. 

“If this was a movie, it might. But I think we’ll have to free ourselves. I told you, we’re 

in—”  

“A video game. Our existence has become a video game. Sure.” 

I’m starting to think my brother’s right. Because a movie would have an end, and these 

end times don’t. It never ends. The monsters keep getting tougher, the ammo gets scarcer, and it 

definitely takes longer to level up each time. 

“Maybe we can download a patch that enables me to go longer without peeing,” I mutter. 

As I’m scribbling in my journal and holding together the shreds of my tattered sanity, I’m 

also holding on to one of the tie-downs looped through the inside of the van. It’s triple-wrapped 

around my wrist the way I used to hold Einstein’s leash to keep him from lunging at rabbits. My 

sore wrist is the only thing that keeps me from sliding across the truck bed, and sometimes even 

that’s not enough. It’s been one long boring stop-and-start since Slingshot threw us back here 

two days ago, after marching us for miles through the woods. We probably have it worse than 

Gazer up front, but not much worse. Our friend has to bounce around while wedged between two 

asshats who think they’re saving the world by selling it off. 
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Whump. 

This time, when the vehicle lurches across some pretty serious debris, my journal goes 

flying out of my hands and nearly whacks Huck in the head. 

Of course, the pen rolls back on the next incline, along with my empty canteen.  

* The worst part about the end of the world isn’t that you’re hungry and thirsty, although 

you probably are. It’s that it might turn out that you’re not who you hoped you’d be. Not 

everyone can repair a generator with nail clippers, or grow a garden from canned green beans, 

or escape from the back of a cargo van that’s been padlocked from the outside. 

Like me. I don’t know how to fix anything, and the only idea I can come up with to even 

try to change my fate would mean I was very definitely not a hero. I can’t even bluff. There’s no 

way Slingshot would be remotely afraid I’d try to really hurt her. It’s not in me. 

* Whoever you, good or bad, random or neutral, lawful or Hobbit or Orc or Cyborg—

that’s it. That’s who you are in the End Times. You can’t hide behind a computer screen or an 

avatar anymore, even if the Opennet comes back. You’ll be too busy finding food and water.  

I sigh, add one more thought: 

*Don’t underestimate an apocalypse. It can always get worse.  

Because after all the beginnings of the end of the world, after the noise and blame and 

prayers and looting slow down, it gets quiet. Too quiet. And all those ending parts — the ways in 

which you keep losing people, losing your hope, losing yourself — those moments just kept 

coming. And coming. And coming. As in, even though I lived through the Pox returning ten 

years after we hoped the Earth had recovered from the first Pox, I’ve just discovered I’m infected 

with the worst strain, the new Hyena strain, even though I didn’t turn feral, possibly because of 

something in Huck’s blood that they gave me. 
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And now some stupid pumped up alkie ex-soldier has kidnapped us and is driving up 

through the back roads of what’s left of civilization to bring us to a government facility that 

might, or might not, decide to keep our brains intact while it squeezes us like zits for a possible 

cure. 

“Bladder Status Report?” Huck calls.  

“7,” I mumble. 

“A 10 means you’ve gone in your pants?” 

“Yeah. But since we’re both in the same batch of kidnapped-flavored soup, you’ll know 

pretty quickly if that happens.” 

My brother considers this, nodding slightly as he returns his flashlight to his mouth so he 

can hold his paperback with one hand. His other hand is looped through the tie-down on his side. 

We spent the first night brainstorming a way to devise weapons out of them, to get the jump on 

Slingshot next time she opens the door. We came up dry. But I keep plotting. Filling my brain 

with anything other than the howling fears about how I might still turn into a howling Hyena is 

the only way to survive being stuck in my head. 

“But yes, that’s pretty much what a 10 means—” the van takes a nasty dip into a rut, and 

I curse the lack of shocks, my tiny bladder, Slingshot’s crappy driving, and her basic existence. 

“Oof. 8 after that last bump.” 

That’s something else they never show in the movies. Heroes peeing their pants while 

tied up, or maybe just out of sheer terror. I bet it happens, though. And I bet they smell really 

bad, like I do now after two days of capture, all drenched in adrenalin sweat and bumped around 

like rotten fruit— 

My thoughts are interrupted by a terrific shudder as the engine stalls. 
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“Ay-ee ooh ah ee ow.” 

“Huh? 

Huck takes the flashlight out of his mouth, drops the tie-down as we stop. “Maybe you 

can pee now.” 

Ten minutes later, after much pointless banging that only results in making my hands as 

pulpy as the rest of my body, I give up.  

“It’s no use,” I groan. “She’s merciless. She’s a machine.”  

“Like the Terminator?” 

“The Terminator had more personality. And a better backstory. Let’s not give Slingshot 

that much credit. Poor Gazer must be miserable.” 

“Hang on,” Huck says, fishing out his mess kit. “You gotta love the versatility of 

camping gear. Look. My tin cup’s also good for banging against our prison bars!” 

“Nice.” Since we’re in a lull between lurches, I roll onto my bruised side and close my 

eyes, one hand still looped around the strap. And despite the cacophony Huck is making by 

whacking his cup against the little sliding window at the front of the van, the minute my head 

hits the clothes bag I use as a pillow, I’m dreaming I’m safe at home, camping in our woodsy 

back yard with my friends after a round of melty s’mores and ghost stories. 

Except some of the stories have come true. 

I jerk, whack my head against something hard. It’s still dark, and there’s still a storm 

rattling. No. It’s not a storm. It’s the truck starting up again. 

“What time is it?” One good feature of having a younger brother is that I can sometimes 

make him do things I’m too lazy to do. Like finding the ambition to move my aching arm and 

check the time on my Ubracelet. 
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“Eight a.m. Bladder Status?” 

“9.3.” 

Huck starts pounding again. “9.3? Hey, Lots-of-Shots, let us out!” 

“I don’t think referencing her drinking problem is going to motivate her,” I say groggily. 

I hate waking up suddenly. 

“Yeah?” Huck switches on his headlamp and mercifully shines it away from my face 

instead of straight into it as usual. “Don’t worry. She’s got an amazing residual self image. She’ll 

assume the name is a compliment on her weapons proficiency.” 

Eight a.m. We’ve been separated from our group for forty hours. It was late afternoon 

when she dragged us into her plan to save the world that we were already saving. Hopefully. 

Except now we’re at gunpoint, and she’s going to get us all killed on the way, which means my 

precious world-saving blood will soon just be one more stain on the earth. Or horror movie set. 

Or video game screen.  

“Hey, speaking of self-image, how does it feel to be the great hope of the post-post Pox 

world?” 

“I’m not any kind of hope, Huck. I’m just a girl. A girl with no plan for escape. Besides, 

you’re the one with magical blood.” 

“I told you having the N-Comps was a superpower.” 

I don’t answer that. I can’t. I have literally no idea what is going on in my brother’s Pox-

pox neurological world. I mean, I never even really knew before the Pox came back. 

Huck grabs the strap as the truck swings wildly. “You think Jumper was ever going to tell 

us?” 

“Yes,” I say miserably. But I really don’t know what my older cousin was thinking. I feel 
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like the entire world is a puzzle and he’s been hiding pieces. I also feel like crying, but since I 

already cried for hours while being marched through a forest fire scene until I was a ridiculous 

mass of snot and tears and stuffy-nosedness that I couldn’t even wipe because Slingshot tied our 

hands, I choke back my despair and fixate instead on how we’re going to get out of this mess. I 

have to pull myself together. For Huck, if not for myself. 

I close my eyes and tell myself I’m a veritable Apocalypse Hero. Nothing gets me down. 

I’m going to save the world and look good while doing it, even. 

“Listen,” I sigh. “Just focus that super-powered brain on a plan to get us back to Jumper, 

okay?” 

“Sure, Balto. Good idea.” 

Because he’s inevitably going to call me Balto until I ask, I give in.   

“What the hell does Balto mean?”  

“Balto. You know, that sled dog that carried the cure for diphtheria over the ice to Nome. 

That’s your new trail name. Except you’re not carrying the cure, you’re carrying yourself. Your 

own immunity. Kind of neat, eh? Aren’t you glad you finally have a trail name at last?” 

“Yeah,” I nearly pant. “I’m thrilled. If only I could chew ice out of the pads of my toes.” 

“It’s better than Flipper. Or Yeti.” 

“I don’t need a trail name,” I grumble as the road jounces us again painfully. “We’re not 

on a trail anymore. That’s over. Our quest is over.” 

“No way. Our quest has just started,” Huck promises in a voice that reminds me of my 

mother when she’s trying to buck us up over a bad grade. “Except we need to go back and get 

the dog. We can’t leave Yellow behind.” 

“Right.”  
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Now the van tips to the left, groans, knocking Huck right into my sore chest, and then I’m 

groaning, and then we’re upright again, and picking up some speed. That’s terrifying. Mostly 

we’ve been crawling along then getting stuck. Because I can’t take the idea of us moving quickly 

away from our friends, I go back to plotting our escape. Soon I lapse into fantasy, imagining 

incredible movie scenes, like where my cousin and our friends jump out of the bushes to rescue 

us. Or maybe Slingshot and Tarmac and my brother and I end up facing down some huge clan of 

Hyenas together, and all that camaraderie melts Slingshot’s Grinchy little heart, and she realizes 

she can’t possibly, really, drag us all the way into D.C without getting us killed. I already 

watched Atlanta collapse. I can’t bear to imagine the chaos D.C. has been plunged into, without 

power or running water, in the middle of a panic as infected people turn into cannibals. 

* You know what? All that controversy and arguing on social media about how we’re 

going to save the planet, or not — well, pardon the cliché — I write this last part in my mind to 

record later — all those arguments are just dust in the wind now. Silent dust. 

Of course, the Pox returning after ten years — the event that started this downward spiral 

— that happened with a bang. Lots of drama. People rushing to stock up the Pox shelters they’d 

forgotten about, fighting over boxes of macaroni and cheese and stale saltines. Churches filling 

up with refugees and doomsayers, the Opennet exploding with conspiracy theories, more dire 

predictions, and homemade cures. Pox blocks every ten streets, and neighbors barricading their 

doors. The Greens blaming global warming and factory farming for creating bacteria breeding 

grounds. The Newly Cleansed blaming anyone darker than an Idaho potato for their “impure” 

genes. Politicians blaming each other, the norths and souths of every country and continent 

blaming each other, the Inoculated blaming the castaways for not contributing to herd immunity, 

Greenland and Australia blaming all the Inoculated for encouraging mutations, the young 
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blaming the old, what’s left of them, the old blaming the young, and so on. 

Only the survival junkies, those idiots who’d been walking around in their fake camo 

jackets for ten years, drooling for the chance to prove they were tough, really tough, really not to 

be underestimated now that they were holding a gun and the last gallon of Watchmart water they 

grabbed from Grandma’s knobby Pox-mottled hands — only they seemed happy about the return 

of the Pox, and even that probably didn’t last long. 

But since there’s been no way to know how anyone else but us has been faring since the 

power grid fell, I suppose the junkies might have lived it up for a few days. Hmm. I’m betting not 

having to pay taxes anymore was cold comfort when the flashlight sputtered out and the Hyenas 

started howling. 

*Take my advice — if the world doesn’t end, and you get through this — heck, maybe it’ll 

even be because you have a little trace of me or Huck floating around inside you — if you do 

survive, don’t underestimate the NEXT apocalypse. 

Plan ahead.  

Keep a bag packed. 

Head to the woods as soon as you can.  

And don’t trust anyone. 

I stop writing in my mind when the van lurches to another halt. I’m at 9.6. If I can’t pee 

here, I really am going to have to try going in my water bottle with my little brother two feet 

away. God, this apocalypse sucks. And it’s not like I can just go to a gear store and get another 

Nalgene— 

A terrible sound reaches my ears. The thumping slap of hand on the side of the van, 

mixed with the scratching of ragged fingernails. 
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We’re stopped somewhere. And we’re surrounded by Hyenas. When Gazer screams, it’s 

everything I can do not to scream myself. 

“Oh god,” I moan as the van’s sides shudder. 

“Oh god is right,” Huck says from the darkness. “Kella, please don’t piss your pants.” 

 

 


